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Greetings and happy spring!
I hope some nice weather
has moved your way and
that you are taking some
time to get outside and enjoy
it.
I hope you have been able to
attend some of the meetings
in 2021-2022 to take advantage of the knowledgeable speakers and connect
with your fellow flavorists.
Connecting with others in
this wonderful industry can’t
be captured via virtual
meetings, unfortunately, and
I would encourage you to
attend more meetings in the
future to connect and socialize with your flavorist colleagues.
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continued ...

The completion of my term as president is rapidly approaching, and I would like to summarize some of the important highlights.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dues increase for 2023 – This will give the society some additional fiscal breathing
room for meeting and day-to-day expenses.
Finances – Justin K. has done a marvelous job with overhauling the finances. The
Treasurer’s Report is now clearer and easier to understand, the old way of using
Excel spreadsheets for tracking payments has been eliminated and the financials
are now on QuickBooks for a simplified audit, we can now fiscally track our expenses for a year over year variance or comparison, and a budget has finally been
created and can be tracked.
British Society of Flavourists – The first joint meeting with the BSF was in November 2021, our relationship continues to grow, and we will be conducting additional
meetings in the future.
Zoom meetings – Our general meetings in addition to our membership meetings
have all been available virtually via Zoom to allow those members unable to travel
to the in-person events the ability to hear speakers live and participate in both
sets of meetings.
By-laws – Nine amendment changes have been approved to reflect the current
way we are reaching out to membership and conducting business meetings.
Scholarships – The application has been revised and improved, and we are now
directly reaching out to numerous universities directly (thank you Megan).
Membership – Our association continues to grow with the continual virtual and inperson testing (a huge shout out to Aparna).
Media – Our presence on LinkedIn has vastly improved along with our social media announcements. Alison has really stepped up and is making some outstanding
improvements.
Website – It has continually been updated, improved, more additions are in process, and Elsa has worked tirelessly on it to make it a beautiful, highly functional
website.
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continued ...

These are only just some of the highlights, and I would like to thank all the committee chairs
and committee members for their continued professionalism and contributions. A quick recap over this term follows: September – our membership meeting followed an adjusted CSA
Roundtable pushed to the fall and kicked off our renewed in-person meetings. October followed in Chicago by a well-attended candy themed program. November saw our inaugural
joint virtual meeting with the Society of British Flavourists covering artificial intelligence in the
flavor field. Our January meeting in California had a great program with relevant speakers
during an ongoing turbulent time, and February was a completely virtual meeting. March
found us back in California for our annual SFC/CSA/NAFFS joint meeting and this year a west
coast roundtable was held resulting in a nicely attended event. April in Cincinnati rounded
out our year, just prior to our annual meeting in May, and this was a venue change that featured great topics and delightful attendance. I believe the programs were especially strong
this past year and the program committees are continuing to work on great speakers and topics for 2022-2023.
I want to thank everyone again for all of your hard work, most of it behind the scenes, but
the society couldn’t function without you! It’s been an honor and privilege serving as president. You have made my term quite enjoyable, and I loved working with you immensely.
I am looking forward to seeing all of you at our annual meeting on May 5th.

Chris Williams
SFC President 2021-2022
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The Flavorist’s Notebook
My Journey to Certified
By Alex Scott
Having

worked at various flavor companies

over the past 15 years I’ve experienced many different approaches when it comes to flavor training. At
the beginning of my career the mentality the senior
flavorists had was that I should learn on the bench
over the years. At the time, being a recent graduate,
I found this approach quite difficult, given the limited
amount of time that colleges discussed the flavor
part of the food industry. For me, it was summed up
in one day, consisting of the professor asking me
questions about flavors, since I had done two summer internships with a flavor company.
It’s a long road for a flavorist in training to have
no structure and to try to absorb all the knowledge
one needs to obtain in order to become certified.
Eventually near the end of my time at that company,
management retained a consultant flavorist to do a
short training course to help introduce the junior
flavorists to some structural foundations of flavor
development.
The next company I worked for there was a bit
more mentoring involved, but it was more of an ‘ask
and ye shall receive’ approach, which was helpful,
but still did not provide a foundation. Finally, at the
next company I was introduced to a wonderful mentor who taught me all the ins and outs of what it
takes to be a flavorist. With 30+ years of experience, and many years in SFC leadership positions, he

was well equipped to set up a thorough training program.
A good training program consists of the trainer
understanding what areas need strengthening, and
what areas need introductions for their trainee. Until I met my mentor, all the suggested training I had
received focused on artistic approach, not knowing
how much technical scientific background would be
helpful in understanding flavor development.
When I entered the training program under my
mentor it had been 8 years since I had taken any
chemistry classes. So in order to properly beginning
training I had to go back to the books and reeducate myself on chemical structures and nomenclature. Once that was resolved we started getting
focused on all the details.

Training started with the basic grouping. Researching, documenting, smell, and tasting each
basic chemical and then discussing with colleagues.
First, acids and alcohols, then migrating to esters.
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After that aldehydes, secondary alcohols, ketones.
Once the basic building blocks are established you
move on to the more complex structures, pyrazines,
furans, furanones, etc. With that chemical foundation established you can start building basic flavors.
You can then next move on to more complexity,
such as essential oils. Having been used for hun-

dreds of years as the preliminary flavor basics, they
very much still have their place with respect to labeling, authenticity, and adding complexity to a flavor.
After experimenting with the different qualities essential oils bring to flavors, the next step is understanding the flavor impact which flavors have in
different food ingredients.
Application of flavors in consumer goods is a vital necessity in knowing what flavors to recommend to
your customers. Such applications
include beverages, baked goods,
candies, sauces, etc. At this stage
you can also take the time to evaluate carriers and the impact they
have on flavor delivery. Water soluble vs oil soluble, liquid vs powder,
Ethanol vs PG, MCT vs Sunflower oil,
plating vs spray dry.
Testing,
tasting, repeating processes helps a
trainee understand the impact flavor levels, solvents, carriers, and
chemical volatility. For example, if a

customer is creating nutrition bars, it is vital to understand the many aspects that can contribute to or
inhibit the success of your flavor delivering properly. Ethanol in plated flavor would flash off volatile
aromatic chemicals quickly and the flavor would not
come across as impactful. Adding a flavor that is oil
soluble could affect the consistency of the baked
good, potentially creating an oil saturated product
that will not rise accordingly. The best heat stable,
least interacting, delivery system for baked goods
would be spray dry or PG based flavor systems.
Through the application evaluation process a trainee can learn more about the challenges and solutions their flavors will have on consumer goods.
Once you have strengthened the basics of
chemical structure, flavor building, and flavor impact, then comes the study of regulations. CFR,
FDA, TTB, NGP, Allergens, country compliance, label declaration, are all important for a flavorist to
have familiarity with, as they develop flavors with
restrictions in mind.
Hard work, dedication, a scientific background,
and creativity are qualities that flavorist will need
to succeed in the flavor development world. Always learning, thinking outside the box, being willing to experiment beyond what you think you understand, these qualities will help trainee, and flavor chemists excel in their respective roles. ❖❖❖

Alex Scott is
a certified
member
since 2020.
He currently
works for
Firmenich in
California.
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The Flavorist’s Notebook
What Will You Try Next?
By Jennifer B. Tartaglia, Ph.D.
You are at the latest get-together when someone asks what you do for a living. Do you go with the
generic “Chemist”? Nope, that is no fun. Instead,
you brace yourself for the inevitable questions when
you answer, “Flavor Chemist”. This is a familiar situation for any flavor chemist as our job garners many
questions. A personal favorite goes something like
this. “You must be able to tell what is in everything. I
bet you are a picky eater. What foods won’t you
eat?” Well, most flavorists and food scientists will tell
you that quite the opposite is true. Repetition, access, and curiosity are just a few ways a flavor career
expands the foods you will try instead of restricting
it.
Studies looking at food preference development
in children show that exposure and positive social
environments help to increase a child’s willingness
to try new foods (1). While much of our food preferences develop during early childhood, these preferences continue to evolve through adulthood (1).
Depending on the variety of projects in your queue,
certain foods will be tasted again and again until you
find the perfect flavor execution worthy of submission. The repeated exposure we experience in our
daily, weekly, or monthly customer projects can also
expand our food preferences. My first experience in
the flavor industry was flavoring yogurt. At the
time, yogurt was not a favorite of mine. Hundreds

of small tastes and a few
creative combinations
later, I grew familiar
with yogurt and eventually integrated it into my
diet. Review articles cite studies that young children
need to taste a food 6 to 15 times before preference
and consumption changes (1,2). Applying this notion
to flavor chemists, repeated tasting over the course
of a project can change your view on a food. Still,
these repeated tastings can also have the opposite
effect if something is truly unpleasant or consumed
in a less positive social setting(2). My experience
here is not unique. Each flavor chemist has a flavor
they have worked long and hard to achieve. These
are the flavors that you either love, learned to love
or no longer love.
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Anyone working in the food industry or flavor
field knows eating becomes not just a necessary activity but a special event of sorts. Meetings, travel,
and even daily work activities revolve around interesting foods. This access to different types of foods,
snacks, and cuisines expands our palette dramatically. Quite the opposite of repetitive tastings, is travel
and trying new cuisines. Global travel is a great way
to explore new foods in a fun and exciting way.
On a trip to Asia I was able to discover foods
from Japan, China and Singapore. In Japan, my colleagues and I went for dinner at a small restaurant
known for its una-ju, or teriyaki eel, served over rice
with side dishes of soup and hone senbei or unagi
bone. For someone not big on seafood of any kind,
this beautifully presented meal was met, honestly,
with fear. The unagi bone looked like small skeletons
and the soup had something looking back at me.
Fortunately, with the encouragement of colleagues, I
was able to experience and appreciate the flavors of
this dish.

Curiosity is at the heart of what we do. Projects give
you an excuse to delve into an exotic fruit or turn a
trip to the grocery store into an exciting field trip.
Curiosity is, by definition, the desire to seek out
knowledge and learn how things work (3). People
tend to learn more about topics they are curious
about (3,4). Couple that with the fact that sensory
organs supply our brains with information about our
environment, and the flavor lab sits happily at the
intersection of curiosity and smell/taste information. Frequently, someone will visit the lab, hand
me something and say, “Here try this. It tastes awful!” Not a common occurrence in many professions, yet this happens quite often in our lab. Generally, this will pique my interest and I must try it. I
am curious about the smell, the taste, and the possibilities to make it taste better. Trying to determine
what went wrong, either accidentally or on purpose,
is a brain teaser of the best kind. When your curiosity is triggered, your brain travels from being uncomfortable with the lack of information, to ready
to learn and collect information, to rewarding you
for satisfying your curiosity (3). Yes, researching
smell and taste can
be rewarding for
those interested in
this wonderful topic.

From eel in Japan to soft shell turtle in China and
durian fruit in Singapore, the foods I experienced,
and the people I met were equally interesting and
amazing. Travel creates opportunities for food discovery. Work dinners, travel, and even daily work
activities all become fascinating food adventures to
a flavor chemist.
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Satisfying your curiosity, repeated exposure to
food products and following our noses are only a few
ways that flavor chemists experiment with new tastes
and aromas. This profession offers an array of opportunities to meet new people, try new foods and find a
way to make these experiences our own. It is a rare
thing that a profession sparks such interest among
our acquaintances. At the next gathering maybe we
should ask, “What food will you try next?” ❖❖❖
References:

Valentina De Cosmi, Silvia Scaglioni, Carlo Agostoni. Early Taste Experiences and Later Food Choices.
Nutrients 2017, 9(2), 107. https://
www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/9/2/107

Jennifer Tartaglia is a certified member since
2013. She currently works for Takasago in
New Jersey.

Allison K. Ventura, John Worobey. Early Influence
on the Development of Food Review Preferences.
Current Biology 2013, 23(9), R401—R408. http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2013.02.037
The Science of Curiosity https://
curiosity.britannica.com/science-of-curiosity.html
Matthias J. Gruber, Bernard D. Gelman, Charan
Ranganath. States of Curiosity Modulate Hippocampus-Dependent Learning via the Dopaminergic
Circuit. Neuron 2014, 84(2), 486-496. https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2014.08.060
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Alfred
Goossens

A flavorist with over 50 years experience working all over the world.

Think-

ing back, I realize I have been a very lucky guy! Becoming a flavor chemist
has been a blessing for me.

of A

Here I was in Johannesburg South Africa in 1962, just graduated with a BSc
in Tropical and Subtropical Agriculture from Deventer State College in The
Netherlands. And being offered a job in the QC laboratory of a Dutch flavor
company called Naarden South Africa. I had left The Netherlands straight
out of college because the economy in Europe was very poor and there were
no jobs available. So, I accepted an offer by the South African government
to emigrate to South Africa. Travelling by freighter from Amsterdam to Cape
Town when you are 23, was a great adventure.

Retired

I was asked to write down some “Reflections” and I will do this while giving
the reader some points that in my opinion were of critical importance in the
development of my career.

Flavorist

So here I was, in the QC laboratory on a flavor company in Johannesburg,
and I had no idea what the flavor industry was all about. However, this
changed very fast when I was tested and it was learned that I had strong

Reflections

tasting and smelling abilities. I was very fortunate
that the Technical Director of the company, and my
boss, Jan Buchel, believed that he could coach me in
becoming a flavorist. And he did. He did set up a
detailed training program that I had to follow on a
daily basis, next to my daily duties of running the QC
laboratory. I very much enjoyed what I was doing
and my boss was pleased to train a younger generation flavorist. All this was fine, but remember that
this was in the early 60’s in South Africa, in the middle of the Apartheid era. This was not easy at times,
to put it mildly.
Opportunities opened up to get more involved in
the production of flavors of the plant. Flavor compounding, homogenizing, distillation and extraction
became part of my daily routine. And with all these
new challenges, I would never forget my daily smelling and tasting sessions of the flavor raw materials. I
still have the notes that I made during these sessions! This was the best flavorist learning school
that I could have gotten and it was my first mentor, Jan Buchel, who made it all work.

After about 4 years, I was sent to Naarden headquarters in The Netherlands “to get a more formal
flavorist training”. This meant that next to working
with the senior flavorist of the company on flavor
creations, I did spend a few weeks each on the
floor of flavor application, distillation, extraction,
compounding, spray drying, etc. etc. After about 1
½ year I was asked to go to the USA instead of going back to South Africa. As it turned out, Jan
Buchel my former boss in Johannesburg had been
appointed as Technical Director of Flavorex Inc, a
flavor company in Baltimore, Maryland that
Naarden had purchased. That is how, in January
1968, I ended up as a flavorist in the USA. An interesting thing happened when Jan Buchel and I
wanted to become a member of the Society of Flavor Chemists. There was opposition to this by various senior managers of Naarden in The Netherlands as “fraternizing with the competition was
frowned upon”. However, the Dutch manage9

ment eventually saw the light and Jan and I became
a certified members of The Society of Flavor Chemists in 1969.
Around that time I had my first GLC. It was a Varian
Aereograph. It had a ¼” column that I had to fill myself with Carbowax 20. But since the column was 4
to 5 meters long, you had to fill in in a stairway, tapping the column constantly while filling it. We had
to be creative! The first detectors that we had were
Thermal Conductivity detectors and the invention of
FID, Flame Ionization Detectors a few years later,
was a major event. We experimented with various
gas carriers, and believe it or not, for awhile we
used Hydrogen gas as the carrier. How dangerous!
The other thing to recognize is that at that time we
did not have computers to help us identify molecules and store these data. We used Kovatz indices!
A very tedious process but it worked! More or less!
In the 1972 I became Director of Flavor Research at
Miles laboratories in Elkhart, Indiana. The mission
was to set up flavor research, flavor creation, flavor
application, manufacturing and QC, all directed towards Vegetable Protein consumer products. I
loved my job and here again, I was very fortunate
that I had a new mentor, Vice President Richard B.
Kocher. Dick, as some of his colleagues could call
him, was a superb leader who brought Miles Laboratories to new heights, and I was privileged that he
guided me how to become a good manager. His
leadership style became an example for me, for
years to come. However, when IFF started to make
advances towards me, I listened and in 1976 I joined
IFF in New York city as Director of Flavor Creation.
The job was superb, although it was very demanding. To have access to the most recent flavor molecules, the best instrumentation, a well funded R &
D, together with a team of very creative flavorists
is the best working environment one could wish
for. Over the years, IFF senior management started

to use next to my technical and creative experience, more and more my people skills. Various
management positions were offered to me in the
US, Asia Pacific, and Europe which culminated with
the position of Vice President – Flavors – Asia Pacific stationed in Hong Kong. More than a dozen
IFF companies from China to Australia, with everything in between, reported to me.
And again, I could not have done it without another
mentor, in this case Henk van Baaren, President
Flavor Division IFF in New York. Henk taught me
how to be a business man, how to work with budgets, being responsible for Profit and Loss of the
companies reporting to me and ultimately reporting to IFF in New York. The job was great, the
responsibilities were great, the materialistic rewards were great, but also the demands on my
family life were great! Because my territory was so
huge, I frequently travelled to the affiliates in Asia
Pacific and to New York headquarters more than
200 days in a year and after 7 years I asked New
York to bring my family and me back to the US.
New York agreed that “I had paid my dues”, and
offered me the position of Vice -President-Flavors–
Global Product Development, a position that I held
until my retirement in 2001.
Upon my return to the US, I again became active in
the Society of Flavor Chemists and became the
chair of the Library committee. I strongly believe
that a well documented flavor library will preserve
the history and heritage of the Society of Flavor
Chemists and the Flavor Industry as a whole, and
that at the same time it provides a sound foundation for the newer generations of flavorists to
come.
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SFC Meeting at The Chemist’s Club in New York, December 1975.
On the left, Dr. Manfred H. Vock, SFC President 1973-1974 and
on the right, Alfred E. Goossens, SFC President 1979-1980.

Indonesia, the land of herbs, spices, and essential oils. This is a
primitive field still for Patchouli oil on the island of Nias off the
west coast of Sumatra. Cooling for the still was obtained from a

Opening of the new IFF flavor plant, PT
Essence Indonesia in Jakarta, 1987. In
the middle is Harry Fields, President
IFF, New York. On the right is Alfred
Goossens, General Mgr IFF PT Essence
Indonesia.

Nias Island, 1988. After we had bought the total annual production of Patchouli oil, there would be a great party including
their famous war dances.

1995. Negotiations in Beijing with the People’s Republic of China.
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May 14, 2009 became a very important day in my professional life
when the Board of the Society of Flavor Chemists awarded me The
Golden Blotter Award, “in recognition of your outstanding contributions to the Society of Flavor Chemists and to the flavor Industry”.
I am one of a select few who are a member of the Society of Flavor Chemists for more than 50 years. 50 very valuable years!

To reach so many targets one has to work well focused and
one should set strong goals, including:
•

Work hard and work smart

•

Be creative and “think out of the box” in
whatever you do

•

Look for strong mentors who can teach you
new aspects of the job

•

Fully commit to the job by sharing your experience, but make sure that you learn new
things at the same time

•

Always be one of “The Movers and Shakers”
of the company that you work for.

•

And last but not least, keep your family and
your close friends around you. They will make
you survive also during the darker days.

My advice to all SFC members is: GET INVOLVED !
Volunteer on committees and volunteer to work
on the Board. Do not wait to be asked and let
them know that you want to work for the Society
of Flavor Chemists. The rewards are multifold!
❖❖❖

Alfred Goossens was a certified member since
1969 until his retirement in 2001 and has been an
active Emeritus member. He can be reached at
flavorfulsolutions@gmail.com
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MEETING NEWS

Article from ARTpublika
Vice President of the Society Of Flavor Chemists
Cathianne Leonardi on the Art and Science of Flavor
By Liz DeGregorio

Imagine yourself as a child, standing in the middle of a
blooming garden. Around you are raspberry hedges and
strawberry patches as well as pear, apple, and quince trees,
along with tomatoes, eggplants, string beans, and more.
You marvel at all of the amazing scents coming at you, while
eating fresh strawberries and smelling the sweetness of the
roses.
A garden like this belonged to the grandparents of Cathianne Leonardi, the vice president of the Society of Flavor
Chemists (SFC), a not-for-profit organization devoted to the
advancement of the field of flavor creation, flavor technology, and related sciences. Simply put, flavor chemists, who
are also referred to as flavorists, are responsible for making
scents, flavors, and foods.

Rose by Cathianne Leonardi

"My training as a flavorist really started in that
garden because I was noticing the smells and
the tastes of the naturalness around me, and I
often wonder if I didn't have that experience,
would I ever even have been a flavorist?” she
muses during an interview with ARTpublika
Magazine. Continuing the family tradition, she
and her family now grow food in a garden of
their own.
Garden by Cathianne Leonardi

2
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Leonardi was always curious about food. Since childhood, she could pinpoint exactly what she liked and disliked, and why. Yet it wasn’t until after she graduated from Stockton University with a degree in biology did
with a degree in biology did she realize her curiosity and love
of food could be a fascinating career choice. But it proved to
be a perfect fit.
Early on in her career, after smelling a strawberry flavor that
she created in her company's lab, Leonardi was transported
back to the time she spent in her grandparents’ garden; it
made her want to create similarly evocative experiences for
other people. “We need to create memorable moments for
our customers and, by extension, for people buying flavored
products every day.”

Self portrait by Cathianne Leonardi

"In our culture, we don't talk a lot about taste and smell, and I
think that if we take these moments to really engage with the
senses,” reasons Leonardi, “we probably will open ourselves
up to understanding what we love and what we're curious
about a little bit more." For her, it’s about the “key moments,” when she “can see clearly that there's been an emotional connection."

The National Center for Biotechnology Information defines flavor
as “an expression of olfactory and gustatory sensations experienced through a multitude of chemical processes triggered by molecules.” Most labs have 500 to 600 molecules for their flavorists
to work with; combining these in different ways can bring out a
food’s full flavor profile, or subtly change a flavor.

"We have to be so good at what we do,” points out Leonardi,
“that we attract [people] to [an] experience enough [for them to]

Lab by Rodolfo Clix

take the next step and put [the food, flavor, or scent] on or inside their bodies." One way to do this is by leveraging the fact that people form hundreds of emotional connections to flavors and scents — with some flavors
having more universal appeal.

2
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One of these is vanilla. According to
Leonardi, vanilla and breast milk have a
similar flavor, and because breastfeeding is the first positive sensory experience many people have, we link it with
nourishment and survival. Since smell
is strongly associated with memory
and is one of our most evocative senses, flavorists can tap into our early
memories by adding vanilla flavoring.

Vanilla by Daria Shevtsova

Other connections between emotion and flavor can be culturally based. Every year in the U.S., the coach of
the winning Super Bowl team is doused with Gatorade. Since many Americans associate the taste and smell
of the sports drink with victory, picking up a bottle of Gatorade in the grocery store could have more to do
with anticipating a victory than craving Glacier Cherry.
Interestingly, flavor chemists working on sustainability are transferring lactones, a class of aromatics that are
found in dairy products, to other foods in order to emulate the taste of milk in non-dairy products. This strategy can be used to attract people used to a plant-based diet to a wider range of products without using animal-derived protein sources.
Flavorists are also experimenting with CRISPR technology, which
allows them to edit plant genetics and enhance their aesthetic.
By sequestering the enzymes that cause apples to brown, and
then re-encoding the fruit's genetics to create the Arctic Apple,
flavor chemists were able to prevent the strand from browning
after it’s cut open, resulting in less food waste.
Arctic Granny Smith | Credit: Okanagan Specialty Fruits

Leonardi wants to make sure that people know being a flavor chemist is a great career option. The SFC provides opportunities for flavorists to network and educate themselves; there’s even a dedicated library in Philadelphia where they can conduct research. But part of what she really appreciates about the SFC is that it
encourages and empowers each generation of flavorists.
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The industry is based on mentorship, therefore, one of the best
ways to grow and achieve success in the field is to network with
other professionals. Aside from learning from knowledgeable educators Leonardi has also mentored others. As a part of Women in
Flavor and Fragrance Commerce, she works to bring women into
the flavor and scent fields.

Notes by Karolina Grabowska

During the last couple years, the global COVID-19 pandemic affected Leonardi’s job as she was no longer able to go to the lab.

Working from home entailed creating a catalog of recipes, which she then uploaded to her company's computer system for testing at a later date, when the lab reopened. The experience tested her instincts and
taught her to trust her intuition.
"What I found during the pandemic was that it sharpened my skills to be able to make and enter a flavor recipe once, maybe twice, then I'm done," Leonardi said. Soon she was coming up with the perfect recipes, with
a smaller trial-and-error margin than before the start of the pandemic. But that was not the only thing to
come out of her new working situation.
Because people were unable to leave
their homes or socialize normally, people had more time to bake bread and
experiment with cooking, which means
they had more opportunity to contemplate flavors and scents. Leonardi
strongly believes that slowing down
and experiencing our food can be eye
opening.
Dough by Skitterphoto

“There's science behind all of this,” reasons Leonardi. “But where the important moment happens is in conjuring up that emotional experience in another human being and being able to transfer that. And that's art."
Indeed it is. To Leonardi and her family, art is a manifestation that creates an emotional impact in a human
being. ❖❖❖

ARTpublika, an online magazine, wrote a theme on the
Art of Chemistry. Check out the entire volume on this link.
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MEETING NEWS
MEETING NEWS
453rd Meeting of the Society of Flavor Chemists, Inc.
Thursday, January 27, 2022
DoubleTree Suites by Hilton Hotel Anaheim Resort
2085 South Harbor Boulevard
Anaheim, CA 92802

This meeting was recorded. Presentations can be viewed here.
CSA Presentation: Jay Klosterman (Givaudan)
Biotechnology Boom: Trend or Revolution for the Flavour Industry?
Jay Klosterman is a 16-year veteran of Givaudan
and has worked across various business segments, ranging from Vanilla to Citrus to Biotechnology. Jay holds a Bachelor's degree and
Master's degree in Chemical Engineering from
the University of Dayton. In his current role as
the Commercial Innovation Director of GFI, Jay
leads the Marketing, Technical Innovation, and
Program Management teams in driving our
comprehensive, value-added ingredient offering
into the market. Jay has a passion for helping
customers move from innovative ideas to successful commercialization and is delighted to
share his expertise.
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Angela Braren, Head of new Ventures - Perfect Day Foods

Technical Fungal Microflora
Angela Braren received her Bachelor’s Degree in
human ecology from the College of the Atlantic and
a Master of Arts in critical theory from California
College of the Arts. She is passionate about the future of animal-free dairy and is driving Perfect Day
to its vision of building a more equitable, resilient,
and diverse food system for all of us.

Christine Bunting, Director of Food Applications- Perfect Day Foods
Precision Fermentation of Dairy Protein, Process Review and Usage Considerations
Christine Bunting received her Master of Science Degree in Food Science from The University of Wisconsin,
Madison. She later received a Master of Jurisprudence
Degree in Global Food Laws and Regulations from
Michigan State University. Christine started her career
in confectionery with M&M/Mars and is currently Sr.
Director of Food Applications at Perfect Day; a manufacturer of “animal-free” whey protein via precision
fermentation. She manages a team of 16 scientists who
do everything from protein functionality characterization to finished product development and technical
sales support. Having also worked for Nabisco,
ConAgra and Rich Products and Clif Bar, Christine has a
total of 30 years of food industry experience.
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Shelby Guillen, USDA/AMS/Fair Trade Practices Program

Bioengineered Products and Labeling
Shelby Guillen is an Agricultural Market Specialist, Research/Rulemaking Branch, Food Disclosure and Labeling Division (FDLD) of the USDA/AMS/Fair Trade Practices Program. She will be discussing BE Foods, labeling,
and how that will be impacting food and flavor companies in the new ruling effective January 2022.
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MEETING NEWS
MEETING NEWS
454th Meeting of the Society of Flavor Chemists, Inc.
Thursday, February 24, 2022
Virtual Meeting

This meeting was recorded. Presentations can be viewed here.
Taste and Smell Loss in the Post-COVID Era: The Changing Face of Flavor Perception
Nancy E. Rawson, Ph.D., Associate Director and Vice President
Monell Chemical Senses Center
Sudden onset of taste and smell loss was clearly established early
in the pandemic as a distinct, early symptom of COVID-19 infection. While many recover these senses relatively quickly, extended
sensory impairment occurs in a significant proportion of people even in those who had generally mild symptoms otherwise. Ongoing smell and taste distortions and hallucinations have a great adverse effect on quality of life. Data are rapidly evolving, but there
is reason to foresee a dramatic and extended shift in flavor perception in the millions of people affected. The impact on the consumer population will be to extend the range of sensitivity downward,
increasing the need for product personalization.
Nancy E. Rawson has served as Vice President of the Monell Chemical Senses Center since 2019. A highly accomplished scientist and
leader who returned to the Center in 2016 in the role of Associate Director, Rawson works closely with Monell’s leadership on strategic and operational plans to guide Monell’s future. Rawson’s broad-based experience spans academia and the food, flavor and
nutritional products industries. After earning a master’s degree in nutrition, she earned her doctorate in biology from the University
of Pennsylvania in 1993. After receiving postdoctoral training at Monell she joined the Center’s faculty, where she remained for the
next 15 years. During this time, Rawson’s research focused on how diet, health and age affects taste and smell. In 2008, Rawson left
Monell to become chief scientific officer at a nutrigenomics startup. Later, she served as Senior Director of Basic Research and Innovation at AFB International, a global pet food ingredient company. She returned to Monell in 2016 to assume oversight of Monell’s
long-standing corporate partnership program, with a focus on helping Monell’s industry partners translate the Center’sbasic research into beneficial real-world applications.
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Crossroads of Creativity and Regulations: Communicating for Flavor Development
John B. Hallagan, J.D. Senior Advisor
Flavor and Extract Manufacturers Association of the US
We will hear about the safety and regulation of flavors and
foods containing added flavors, and how flavorists can adapt
to a changing landscape. Focus will on the labeling of flavored
foods and beverages and how this can influence creativity.

John B. Hallagan, J.D.
Senior Advisor
Flavor and Extract Manufacturers Association of the United States
John Hallagan serves as Senior Advisor to the Flavor and Extract Manufacturers Association of the UnitedStates (FEMA), and in that capacity provides legal, regulatory, and scientific services to the association and its
members. Mr. Hallagan has served FEMA in a variety of capacities during his forty-two years of service. He
served as a staff scientist from 1979-1992 and as an associate attorney from 1985-2000. He served as Scientific Director for FEMA from 1992-2000 during which time the flavor industry initiated several major scientific
programs to expand the activities of the FEMA Expert Panel, and to work towards a global open positive list of
flavoring substances. He served as General Counsel from 2000-2017. In addition to currently serving as Senior Advisor to FEMA, Mr. Hallagan also serves as Legal Advisor to the FEMA Expert Panel. He has published
extensively on the topics of flavor safety and regulation, the GRAS concept, and the FEMA GRAS program. Mr. Hallagan has made numerous invited presentations to the Food and Drug Administration, the
American Chemical Society, the National Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Food Technologists, the American Industrial Hygiene Association, the Food and Drug Law Institute, and others.
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Open forum regarding collaboration of regulatory and flavorists
Ari Gastman, Principal Flavorist Global Citrus at Firmenich
Matt Bambrick, Vice President of Regulatory Affairs at Doehler NA
Combining the expertise of a Regulatory Expert and a Senior Flavorist to answer any question you may have
related to Flavors and the regulatory landscape. Would appreciate question before the meeting, but certainly when attending the meeting feel free to bring your questions you want to get answered. Want to know
more about TTB or how about labeling of a specific flavor? Curious about what is next for the industry. We
are better as an industry when we work and learn together so please help us make this a very collaborative
session.

Ari Gastman
Principal Flavorist Global Citrus, Firmenich
Creates winning flavors for beverages, alcoholic beverages and more. Ari’s 23 years of experience includes
leadership roles at Kerry and Virginia Dare Extract Co. He serves as the current chair of FEMA’s Alcohol Subcommittee.
Matt Bambrick
Vice President of Regulatory Affairs, Doehler North America
Ensuring regional compliance for Doehler’s locally and globally produced portfolio of products. Matt’s 16
years of experience includes various regulatory and leadership roles with both Kerry and Doehler. In addition
to Matt’s role at Doehler he is actively involved with both FEMA and IACM.
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MEETING NEWS
MEETING NEWS
455th Meeting of the Society of Flavor Chemists, Inc.
Thursday, April 21, 2022
Oasis Golf Club and Conference Center
902 Loveland-Miamiville Rd, Loveland, OH 45140

This meeting was recorded. Presentations can be viewed here.
CSA Presentation #1: Pia Henzi – Miritz Citrus
Citrus oil market (specifically orange) and what has been determined to be the the new normal for aldehyde
content due to endemic greening in North and South America. Pia will be showing some offerings from Miritz.

CSA Presentation #2: Lori Sandusky - IFF
In depth presentation on Bitter Extracts: Gentian Root, Cinchona Bark, Orange Peel, and Quassia Bark along
with their botanical sourcing, processing, flavor profiles, and use in flavors and CPGs.

Stephanie Hunter, PhD – Monell Center
Impact of COVID-19 on taste and smell, and how lack of taste or smell influence food choice and eating patterns.

Molly Hembree, MS, RD, LD, Retail Dietitian Coordinator, Kroger Health
Nutritionist perspective on plant-based proteins and the impact COVID has made on consumer food choices

Karen Graves, Sensory Director - Bell Flavors & Fragrances
Taste/Smell loss and it’s impact to Flavor Chemists & Sensory Scientists

William F. Jaggard Scholarship Recipient - Clare Jiang from University of Illinois, Urbana
The 2022 William F. Jaggard Scholarship awarded to Clare Jiang from the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Clare has shown a
clear interest in analytical and flavor chemistry. Clare is in the final year of a Masters degree with research focused on analyzing "the
chemistry of previously overlooked and unknown compounds to determine their chemical structures, aroma characteristics and other
chemical properties." Clare has focused the research on a 'smoky, campfire' odorant found in whisky, the identification of which will
be shared in mid-April 2022. Clare has begun her entry into the flavor & food industry with internships at NewlyWed Foods, Synergy
Flavors and US Foods. Clare developed a strong passion for the industry during her various internships and was inspired to pursue a
Master's degree in Food Science with a focus on flavor chemistry. Clare's ultimate career goal is to become a Flavorist or Product Developer.
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Recap

Society of Flavor
Chemists Meeting
April 2022
Cincinnati, OH
Summarized by Allison Pairan

Pia Henzi from Miritz Citrus spoke on the current
market of citrus oils considering the greening endemic in
North and South America. There were three main portions of
her talk: supply and quality, market, and potential solutions.
HLB (Huanglongbing, yellow dragon disease, or just greening)
is a disease spread by invasive tree lice that came from the
Miami port in the early 2000s. Since its introduction to the
US, over 51% of land previously used for citrus groves have
been lost in Florida.
Greening causes the reduction in size of the fruits,
color changes in the peel, and lower maturation of citrus
fruits. The aldehydes are not able to develop in the peels due
to not maturing on the trees. The orange oils thus have a
considerably lower aldehyde percentage than oils from fruits
previously unaffected. Standard aldehyde percentage in orange oils used to be roughly 1.60%. The new normal for orange oils affected by greening can be as low as 1.00%-1.20%.
In the past 5 years, Brazil – the biggest supplier of
orange oil – has seen an increase to 10% total tree infection
rate. This is driving a major increase in the price for orange
oils, and it’s the first time that the price for folded oils and
single fold oils are diverging. The folded oils are becoming
much more expensive.
Currently there is no cure for
HLB, but the only option is to give extra
care to the affected trees to limp them
along. Even at the point that a solution
is determined, the groves will need a
minimum of 5 additional years to fully
recover.

Clare Jiang from the University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign is the recipient of the 2022 William F. Jaggard
Scholarship for her research on the chemistry of previously
overlooked and unknown smoky compounds. She spoke on
the smoky origins of molecules, some overlooked smoky
odorants, and the impact these may have on flavor chemistry.
Traditionally, smoking was used for processing and
preserving food in a time without refrigeration. The production of phenols, acetic acid, and lowering the pH during the
smoking process is great for deterring microbes. These
changes also contribute unique factors to the taste of foods.
Now we use smoking almost exclusively for adding this flavor, aroma, and color to our foods. Meats, cheeses, and
even spirits are commonly smoked.
The compounds most studied in this research were
syringol, guaiacol, and their derivates. These compounds are
produced though the pyrolysis of lignin. Guaiacol was first
discovered in tree resin and is more abundant in soft woods.
It is the precursor for vanillin and eugenol, and it has a
smoky taste. Syringol is more prevalent in hard woods and
has a profile closer to smoked meats, soy sauce, and oak
aged spirits.
The research team had to isolate and extract the derivates
of these compounds,
confirm their identity, characterize the structure, chromatography
information,
mass spec standards, and
their organoleptic profile.
They used whiskey aged in oak for their starting
material. A liquid liquid extraction with dicholormethane
was used to extract the smoky molecules. This extract was
treated with an acidic fraction extraction three times to
eliminate other molecules. The resulting extract was studied
to find any GCO actives that exist in whiskey. A GC-MS-O was
used with a medium and high polarity column to determine
and find standards for the molecules.
The research team synthesized 4-vinyl-syringol and
dihydroconiferyl alcohol to use as standards. Other compounds of interest were 4-ethyl syringol and 4-allyl syringol.
Although none of these individually matched the organoleptic profile of their extraction, research is ongoing to see if
there is a synergistic effect among them.
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3.)

The following three talks are all related to the impact of COVID-19, especially on the loss of taste and smell.
Stephanie Hunter, PhD from Monell Center described the impact of COVID-19 on taste and
smell, and how this influences food choice and eating patterns. 67% of individuals infected with
COVID-19 or the delta variant experienced some level of loss of taste or smell. This could present as
anosmia (total smell loss) or hyposmia (diminished sense of smell). 85% of these individuals would
recover within 1 month, but 15% may not recover after even 6 months.
The COVID-19 virus binds to the sustentacular cells (the cells that support the olfactory
sensory neurons) and damages them. Luckily, these cells do regenerate. In some cases, the viral
load can be so high that the sensory neurons can also be damaged by the virus. These neurons
can also repair themselves, however it will take much longer. It is thought that those experiencing long-term loss of smell may have damage to those neurons.
Once the ability to smell has been restored, there is still a possibility of parosmia, or odor distortions with a known source. This
is when an individual smells something differently than how they remember it smelling. Often it can present in undesirable, garbage-like
notes. About 50% of individuals with long-term smell loss experience parosmia.
The loss or altered sense of smell and taste has had a prevalent impact on the influence of diets and eating patterns. Patients
have reported appetite loss, enjoying food less, altered diets, altered spice usage, food dislikes, and food cravings related to their loss of
smell or taste. Patients are compensating for their diminished perception by adding salt, spices, sugar, different textures, or even relying
on very plain foods to avoid tasting off-notes. These changes have led to a poor quality of diet, higher BMI, increased waistlines, and
chronic diseases in these individuals.
Studies have shown that the addition of capsaicin can increase the perception of salt. This was used as a strategy to reduce the
salt intake of these individuals.
The second discussion was from Molly Hembree, MS, RD, LD from Kroger Health. She discussed plant-based proteins and the impact
COVID-19 has had on consumer food choices. There are two types of plant proteins- whole plant proteins and
analogs/replacements. The whole plant proteins include fruits, veggies, legumes, nuts, seeds, and grains. The
analogs are substitutions for dairy, eggs, meat, or fish. These are often labeled the impossible versions.
Protein is important to deliver the 20 building blocks of amino acids. There are 9 essential amino acids that must come from the human diet. A balanced diet will deliver all of these.
There has been a 6.20% increase in the plant-based products within the last year. This may be attributed partly to COVID-19,
supply issues, or healthy eating options. Since the start of COVID-19, there has been an increase in home baking, increased consumption
of alcohol, more online grocery shopping, less food waste, an increase in the importance of food safety, and recognition of ‘eating for
immunity’. There has been a shift of classifying healthy foods as consuming the right mix of foods to now being more concerned with
portion sizes.
The third discussion was more of an open forum hosted by Karen Graves from Bell Flavor & Fragrances. Her topic of discussion
was the impact of taste and smell loss to flavor chemists and sensory scientists. Her research has focused on the relationship changes
found in people after experiencing taste and smell loss. There have been changes in how people perceive food, their relationship with
friends and loved ones, and their own body image. COVID-19 has had an effect on overall well-being, eating behaviors, food preparations, relationships, the sense of self, and nutritional deficiencies.
The open discussion posed questions around how to conduct research on this group of individuals. There is a discrepancy between self-reporting and clinically diagnosed anosmia. Is there a way to ensure adequate nutrition for this segment of people? There was
also discussion as flavorists if it is possible to ensure the absence of off-notes in food, and how to make flavors that delight this very
unique segment of consumers.
Lori Sandusky from IFF Ingredients spoke on the immersion into bitter materials. She explained quassia bark, gentian root, cinchona
bark, and orange peel bitter. Historically, bitters were first used in 700BC in China in a mixture of rice, grapes, sugar, and chinchona as well as in
1850BC Egypt where recipes of alcohol, sugars, and bitters were consumed. The Middle Ages saw bitters used more in an apothecary sense for
making bitter extracts. The English began making bitter wines for their colonies. In 1803 the North American Farmer’s Cabinet first mentioned
bitters being used in mixology for cocktails. Today in flavors, bitters are used to enhance something that is already bitter, as a naming source for
a FTNF flavor, potentially to reduce sweetness, and to add complexity with bitterness. The four bitters were blotted to show their unique flavor
attributes aside from the bitterness they deliver on taste.
The four different bitter extracts were tested for their bitter delivery differences. A 10ppm solution of quassia peaked the fastest at 1
second after exposure and lasted an average of 50 seconds. Orange peel bitter at 0.60% peaked at 2 seconds and lasted only 30 seconds. Cinchona bark extract at 0.04% peaked at 4 seconds and lasted 45 seconds. Lastly gentian at 0.04% peaked around 6 seconds and lasted 85 seconds.
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MEMBER NEWS
Candidates elected on January 27, 2022

Congratulations!
Roxanne Diedrich
Trilogy
Apprentice
I have grown up with an interest in chemistry, specifically flavor chemistry, since both my
parents are flavor chemists. My mom and dad both worked at McCormick, and my dad continues to work at Trilogy/Citrus and Allied, where I now work. Both of them taught me
about flavors and their jobs, starting long before I began working in a lab. I developed a love
of science throughout school and continued to learn more about the flavor industry as I
grew up, and I began working at Trilogy Essential Ingredients during summer and winter
breaks while I was in high school and college. I graduated as a chemistry major from Towson University and began working full-time in the R&D lab at Trilogy. My time spent working
in the flavor chemistry lab reinforced that this is definitely the career path I want to pursue.
Another thing that drew me to the flavor industry was my food allergies. I have severe peanut, tree nut, and dairy allergies, so I have to pay careful attention to the ingredients in my
food. Knowing the science behind these ingredients helps me understand what I can and
cannot eat. For example, I know what kind of ingredients would go into a pistachio flavor
and that it does not contain any real pistachios, so I can eat it. In my free time, I play soccer
and lacrosse, Irish dance, and am a lifetime member of Girl Scouts. I love going to comiccons, for which I even make my own cosplays, and going to concerts. I also enjoy reading
sci-fi and fantasy books and watching Marvel movies. I have a twin sister, Aloise, with whom
I am very close, so I also spend a lot of my spare time with her. I look forward to becoming a
member of the Society of Flavor Chemists so that I can continue gaining more knowledge
and understanding of the flavor industry and become more independent and experienced
as a flavor chemist.
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MEMBER NEWS
Candidates elected on January 27, 2022

Congratulations!
Brian Dombrowski
Robertet
Apprentice
I attended Rutgers University and graduated with a B.S. in Food Science. Since then, I
have worked at Robertet Flavors, first as an Intern in the Flavor Applications Lab and currently as a Junior Flavorist. I’ve found flavor creation to be the perfect blend between
science and art. When I am not in the lab, I like traveling and photographing my adventures. I like to use my hobbies and experiences to enhance my creativity in the lab.
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MEMBER NEWS
Candidates elected on January 27, 2022

Congratulations!
Alicia Hogan
Firmenich
Apprentice
My name is Alicia Hogan. I was born and raised in Central Pennsylvania, Go PSU! My childhood home consisted of my two wonderful parents, a big sister and, over the years, numerous German Shepherds. Although I loved my experiences in, and around, the Harrisburg area, when it was time to enter college I decided to move closer to Philadelphia and
attend Delaware Valley University. My initial major was as a pre-veterinary due to my passion for animals. However, during my sophomore year I had an amazing experience at Hershey Foods as a summer intern under the mentorship of Kent Zeller. This opportunity allowed me to learn the basics of flavor chemistry, which changed my outlook for my future
forever. When the internship ended I changed my major and graduated with a bachelor's
degree in Chemistry with the hope of one day becoming a flavorist.
During the early stages of my career I worked at Hagelin Flavors as a Food Scientist. Working for this smaller flavor house allowed me the opportunity to further develop my portfolio, gain greater knowledge across all food and beverage categories, and develop new skills
and techniques in the industry. I further grew my professional career by acquiring a new
position at Firmenich as a Senior Food Scientist within the beverage lab. Here I refined my
technical beverage skills working on key strategic accounts which helped grow the company.
In 2016 I had the opportunity to join the Flavor Creation Team at Firmenich as a Flavorist
Trainee. I, along with six other candidates, spent the subsequent three years training both
locally and globally in the art of flavor chemistry with senior and principal Flavorists.
Learning is not finite, and to this day I continue to work on my skill set and knowledge base
in order to grow as a Flavorist. While I feel very proud and lucky to be Flavorist at
Firmenich, it is not the only thing that defines who I am. Outside of the office, I manage a
busy household with my husband Dr. Michael Hogan. We have two children: Evelyn Anne
who is almost 4 and Mikey John who is 21 months; they are the loves of my life! In addition to spending as much time as possible with my family I do manage to carve out some
time for myself. Animals continue to be an interest of mine as well as all things crafty, baking cakes, listening to books on tape, attending fitness classes, and of course shopping!
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MEMBER NEWS
Candidates elected on April 21, 2022

Congratulations!
Rachel Jones
MANE
Upgrade to Certified
My husband and I live in The Colony, Texas, with our almost 2 year old son, Garrett, and two
dogs (a Pitbull and a Doberman). All of the little feet in our home make every day into an
adventure! We love going on morning walks at the many nearby parks and nature trails,
long afternoon naps, singing Old MacDonald on repeat, and laughing at everything! We’re
also currently going through training to become a foster and adoptive family. I am grateful
and blessed that my career has helped to make this a possibility and look forward to a future of continued growth in both my professional and personal life!

Francois Laverdiere
Foodarom
Upgrade to Certified
I completed Bachelors and Masters degrees in chemistry in my hometown of Montréal and
went on to work in the field of flavors with Foodarom, where I am currently junior flavorist.
I have been fortunate to train among an exceptional team where my passion for flavors is
nourished and grows. I am a curious home cook, always ready to try out recipes from
around the world and I also enjoy outdoors, music, trivia & Monty Python
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MEMBER NEWS
Candidates elected on April 21, 2022

Congratulations!
Daniel Ross
MANE
Apprentice
I was born in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, and grew up in Lexington, Kentucky. I am a dual citizen of the US and Canada who enjoys playing hockey, sipping Kentucky Bourbon, and of
course, college basketball. I love to cook and tend to my growing pollinator garden. I reside
in Liberty Township with my wife, Laura, who also works in the flavor industry as a regulatory specialist, and our two sons, Eli and Liam.

Nicolle Sankari
Kerry

Apprentice
I graduated with a bachelor of science degree in Chemistry in 2015, and joined Kerry shortly
after where I developed an interest in flavor creation and have since been receiving my
training. I enjoy that the flavor industry in everchanging and evolving and I hope to further
explore my passion for food through my career path.
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MEMBER NEWS
Candidates elected on April 21, 2022

Congratulations!
Stacy Thompson
MANE
Upgrade to Certified
I have a BS in chemistry from the University of Cincinnati. My career in flavors began at
Mane, Inc. in 2002; where I still work today. Beginning in QC I gained valuable knowledge of
the flavor industry. From raw material familiarity, formulation, processing knowledge and
business aspects of the flavor industry. I had an opportunity to move into Flavor Creation
and begin formal training towards becoming a Flavorist. This is where my love for flavor
creation has grown into what it is today. When I'm not in the lab you can find me with my
family, camping, hiking or attending many sporting events to cheer on my daughters.

Alisa Xhambazi
Symrise
Direct to Certified
I was born in Albania in a small lakeside town called Pogradec. My earliest sensorial
memory is of my grandma hunched over a small oven roasting green peppers on the balcony. The offshore breeze seemed to boost the aroma intensity creating what turned out to
be my first emotional connection to food. During my college years studying chemistry I was
fortunately connected with an alumni working in the flavor industry which eventually led
me to a position at Symrise where I completed a rigorous flavorist training program in Germany. Now, as a Junior Flavorist I aim to create new and familiar flavors that resonate with
consumers on a personal level. I am always exploring new taste experiences through cooking and traveling. I also love to read, go hiking, and play tennis.
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MEMBER NEWS
Candidates elected on April 21, 2022

Congratulations!
Alex Wingard
Silesia
Upgrade to Certified
I grew up in the Chicagoland area and attended Western Illinois University where I received
my bachelor's degree in Microbiology. After receiving my degree, I moved back to Chicago
where, by complete accident, I stumbled upon the world of flavors. I quickly became enthralled and knew exactly what I wanted to do with my career. When I'm not working I like
travelling to new countries to experience different cultures and foods.

John Wrubel
FlavorSum

Upgrade to Certified
I am a Michigan native, where I received my education from Michigan State University.
After graduation I began a career in the flavor industry and immediately fell in love with the
combination of creativity and science that the industry provides. I enjoy being part of a
profession that allows me to grow and learn continuously through my entire career. Outside of work I enjoy an active lifestyle of traveling and hiking with his wife, Erica.
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COMMITTEE UPDATES

CHICAGO PROGRAM COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS

Greg Griffin
has been a certified
member since 2020. He
currently works for
Brookside Flavors & Ingredients in Illinois.

Lauren Hammerschmidt
has been a certified member
since 2009.
She currently
works for Flavorchem in Illinois.

BY-LAWS
COMMITTEE CHAIR

Mariano Gascon
has been a certified member since
1998. He currently works for Jogue in
California.
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MEDIA COMMITTEE
We have a updated and refreshed our LinkedIn group site.
If you aren’t already, follow the Official SFC LinkedIn page here

https://www.linkedin.com/company/society-of-flavor-chemists-sfc

Alison Freedman is the current Media Committee Chairperson. She is an active certified
member since 2018. She currently works for
Firmenich. For questions, suggestions, or feedback regarding the Media Committee, she can
be reached at Media@flavorchemist.org.
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MEDIA COMMITTEE
We have a YouTube channel!
We created a channel in YouTube to be able to upload and store our
videotaped educational meetings for all to be able to access.

Go to SFC YouTube Channel
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CALENDAR
Meeting and event dates for the upcoming SFC
term are in the planning stages. They will be
posted on the SFC website as they are firmed up
and notifications will be emailed.

Editor’s Note

If you would like to submit an article, announcement, and /or message

relevant to our membership body, and any questions, suggestions, or feedback , please do
not hesitate to contact Elsa Howerth at elsa.howerth@kerry.com
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